
HASH 841 
So it was a partial Groundhog Day for us last Saturday when waiting to greet us and escort 
us to our relevant parking spots in the always interesting Lamai Valley, the smiling duo of 
Uphill Gardener and his ever efficient colleague Tangerine Man welcomed a half century of 
giggling enthusiasts all desperate to part with their red notes and listen to the words of 

wisdom. Yes the leading players had swopped roles but not much else, except for a brace 
of new dayglo wigs, as it became clear that once again they had kept to the script and 
included enough in the way of checks and also a couple of splits just to add that little extra 
spice to proceedings. An unusually well behaved mob listened politely while the green 
fingered one filled in the spaces and sent us on our way.
What followed gave nobody any cause for concern and before long the checks were come 
across and although the usual hasty ones in the pack fell for a couple of the sneaky false 



trails, most stayed with the plot and by the time the second split came into view, a steady 
rhythm had been established.
It’s a good idea to keep drama to a minimum and get the job done with as little fuss as 
possible, that way the participants remember the best bits when it comes to voicing 

opinions.

The pack waited patiently for a trio of lost souls to be recovered and once Stuffed Crutch 
had deposited them, the by now customary 5 minutes elapsed and the whistle blew for 
showtime, without further ado a selection of experts gave their views as to the quality of 
the Hash and the bewigged duo had plenty to smile about. As dusk approached some 
wayward individuals found they hadn’t escaped the attention of the relevant Snitches and 
butts were cooled including Bags, Masterbates, No Name Brian and Feral, Dykefinger 
slurped from his shoe and Down Early looked cute in her 300 run shirt.
Sadly we also said G’day to Feral Flaps, he’s off back to the billabong in Woga Woga but 
most who know him feel that like Terminator “he’ll be back “ .
Due to the absence of Jonny “the flash “ Come Lately, Crive lifted the FRB ball and chain 
and Tubby Twinky was next in to extend her welcome to Hua Thanon’s leafy surroundings 
next Saturday.

All in all a great afternoon and danke to the Hares and everyone who turned out to support 
us.
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